Recommended Reads
Deer Class Reading Around the world challenge:

The Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum

Whale Boy by Nicola Davies

U.S.A. (Kansas)

Caribbean

The White Giraffe by Lauren St. John

Pippi Longstocking by Astrid Lindgren

South Africa

Sweden

Broken Glass by Sally Grindley

Shadow by Michael Morpurgo

India

Afghanistan

Pinocchio by Carlo Collodi

Stoat on Stage by Jennifer Gray

Italy

Australia

Beowulf by Michael Morpurgo

The Storm Keeper’s Island by Catherine Doyle

Denmark

Ireland

The Kite Rider
by Geraldine McCaughrean
China

Alone on a Wide Wide Sea
by Michael Morpurgo
Australia

The Firework Maker’s Daughter
by Philip Pullman.
Indonesia

Books added for the Summer Term

The Boy Who Fooled the World
by Lisa Thompson
England

Rumblestar
by Abi Elphinstone

Secrets of a Sun King
by Emma Carroll
Egypt

You could also visit Story Nory to choose a story from around the world to listen to. While listening could
you summarise the main events by drawing a comic strip?
Myths and World Stories - Storynory

Extra Recommended Reads for you to enjoy. These books are all available at your local library.

The Monster Spotter’s Handbook by Matt Cherry
When 11-year-old Edwin receives a strange handbook, he learns that he
is the last and only person alive who can catch Monsters. And so begins a
unique and illustrated commentary of his page-turning adventures. With
the Bogsplotter, the frozen Yomp, an Oober Beast and mention of a snotfilled Platypus, children aged 8 upwards will not need to be persuaded to
read this. Our prediction – The Monster Spotter’s Handbook will be a
runaway hit and one which readers may well devour in one sitting.

The Suitcase Kid by Jacqueline Wilson
Andrea West’s parents have divorced and she really doesn’t want to
move home.

The Falcon’s Malteser by Anthony Horowitz
The first book in the Diamond Brothers series. When a lot of money is
left in the hands of Tim Diamond, he suddenly has every criminal
looking for him. This series is ideal to add you your collection of books.

Lizzie Dripping by Helen Cresswell
Everyone in the village where Lizzie lives thinks she daydreams – so it’s
no surprise that no one believes her when she says she’s seen a witch.

The Great Elephant Chase by Gillian Cross
When the elephant came to town, Tad and Cissie went to the show like
everyone else. Little did they know it would change their lives forever.

Give Peas A Chance by Morris Gleitzman
14 extremely funny short stories, including ‘Surprise your mum with a
chainsaw’, ‘be a bigger star than Tom Cruise’, ‘rescue your family with a
tomato’, ‘send your dad into a panic with a tractor’, and ‘upset your
auntie with ten kilos of chocolate’.

Operation Gadgetman! by Malorie Blackman
Beans calls her dad ‘Gadgetman’ because of the amazing gadgets he invents
– everything from exploding biscuits to Spy Kits.

Edie and the Box of Flits by Kate Wilkinson
When Edie finds an unclaimed box at the Lost Property Office, she could
never have anticipated what might be inside. Opening it, she discovers
strange and wonderful creatures – the Flits – and they need Edie’s help, fast.
This sparkling and heartwarming adventure story with a fast-paced plot will
keep readers gripped from beginning to end.

My Brother is a Superhero by David Solomons
A prize winning story about Luke who goes off to the toilet only to return
and find his brother has been turned into a superhero by a passing alien. A
very funny page-turner.

The Legend of Captain Crow’s Teeth by Eoin Colfer
Not much scares brothers Will and Marty Woodman until they visit a small
seaside town famous for its frightening ghost.

